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Click here to see our week two introduction video.

First, Some Definitions:
Tapestry: Tapestry is a type of fiber weaving. It is weft-faced (ie: the warp
does not show at all), the wefts are generally discontinuous (they do not go
from selvedge (edge) to selvedge (edge)) and it is generally pictorial (like
painting a picture with fiber). But when weaving something like a table
runner, wefts tend to go selvedge to selvedge and it’s usually not pictorial.
The actual form of weaving is plain weave which means the pattern you
weave is under one thread and over the next. Other forms of weaving
include warp-faced weaving where only the warp threads show and even
weave, where equal amounts of weft and warp show. You can see that if
you are entirely covering the warp threads, those threads will have no
visible effect on the weaving since they will not show. The warp threads
become your canvas but unlike an actual canvas for painting, it will not
show at all.

Warp and Weft: These are the foundation of your weaving. The warp is the
thread you put on the loom. The weft is the thread you weave into the warp.

Selvedge: The dictionary calls it: “an edge produced on woven fabric
during manufacture that prevents it from unraveling.” Basically, it refers to
the sides of your piece. It can also refer to the top and bottom of your piece
once you’ve removed it from the loom and finished the edges. This piece
will basically be a four-selvedge piece if woven on the Saffron Loom since
all four sides of the weaving are finished while still on the loom.

Line:When weaving tapestry it is important to know that a line is made
when all warp threads are covered by the weft. To make a line you must
make two half-passes, meaning you weave across in one direction (one
half-pass) and then come back in the other direction (one half-pass)
creating a line. Understanding this will help you understand different
tapestry techniques.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vS83CAacABY


Pulling In: Pulling in is when your tapestry starts at one width and gets
thinner and thinner as you weave. It is one of the most common problems
that beginning tapestry students encounter.

Some tips to prevent pulling in for this project:

-Keep good tension on your loom.

-Bubble your weft. We will get into that in lesson two, but it is the single
most important thing when weaving tapestry. Not bubbling enough or even
bubbling too much can lead to funky selvedges and you do not want that!

-Measure the width of your piece every few rows and adjust if it seems you
are pulling in.

-A trick for controlling the weft when wrapping around a selvedge warp is to
hold the loop of weft with your hand while gently pulling it through the
warps. Make sure that loop is neither so tight it pulls the warp in or so loose
it leaves too large a loop.

-When weaving the body of the weaving also be careful not to pull internal
warps out alignment when changing direction.

For more information on how to not pull-in at the selvedges, please see the
blog post “Prevent Pulling In”.

Colorways
The Martha Table Runner kit was available in two colorways: Spring and
Winter. We will be using the Winter colors for our example. If you have a
Summer kit, see below for the color substitutions. Each time we mention a
color from the spring kit, we will also refer to the color number. For
example, we might say “off-white (2)” which would refer to the magenta (2)
if you have the spring kit.

https://mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/prevent-pulling-in


Beginning to Weave
As we mentioned last week, The Martha Table Runner was Inspired by the
fibonacci series. The way tree branches are formed, the spiral of a
universe, the way arteries grow, the essence of a spiral or a sea shell.
Fibonacci is everywhere and because it is a natural occurrence, patterns
made using this formula feel good to look at. The stripes in this piece
follow the laws of nature. The pattern is: 3 + 5 = 8; 5 + 8 = 13; 8 + 13 = 21.
Then we reverse direction. In between we insert blocks of the five colors
using a technique called weft interlock.

The length of the Martha Table Runner will be 16.5 inches. This will create
a Golden Rectangle, another gift from nature.

A Golden Rectangle is a rectangle whose sides are proportioned according
to the golden ratio, which is 1.618. In other words, the long side is 1.618
times the size of the short side. When specifically applied to design, it
creates an organic, balanced and aesthetically pleasing composition.



The Weaving

Below is a photo of the finished table runner and below that a list of how
many passes you will weave of each color in each section, beginning from
the bottom. We will go over this in detail later on, but this gives you an
overview of exactly what you’ll be weaving and might be a good cheat
sheet to keep on hand while you’re weaving.



Stripes:
3-dark purple
5-gray
7-brown
1-row of brown soumak
13-light purple
3-off-white
2-row of off-white soumak
16 off-white

Weft interlock blocks:
16 full passes: off-white, light-purple, brown, gray, dark-purple

Stripes:
3-dark purple
2-rows of dark purple soumak
8-dark purple
8-gray
5-brown
3-light purple
5-off white
1-dark purple
1-row of dark purple soumak
6-dark purple

Weft interlock blocks:
9 full-passes: Dark-purple, gray, brown, light-purple, off-white

Stripes:
1-gray
1-row of gray soumak
11-gray
2-rows of brown soumak
14-brown



1-row of brown soumak
4-brown
13-off-white

Weft interlock blocks:
15 full-passes: Off-white, light-purple, brown, gray, dark-purple

Stripes:
3-rows of dark purple soumak
5-dark purple
5-gray
3-brown
5-light purple
8-off white
2-dark purple soumak
11-dark purple
2-gray soumak
11-gray
1-gray soumak
6-gray
1-gray soumak
13-brown
7-light purple
1-light purple soumak
5-off-white
2-dark purple
1-dark purple soumak

Using the Shedding Device
For this piece, we will be showing you how to weave using a shedding
device on a Mirrix Loom. If you don’t have a shedding device, you don’t
need to use one, but if you do have one we recommend it. If you do not
have a shedding device, to weave you will bring your weft thread under and
over each warp thread. The shedding device makes this process much  



easier by lifting up every other warp thread for you. To weave, all you need
to do is change the shed (the position of the shedding device) using the
shedding device  handle (if you don’t know how to do that, check out this
video.) Then, you simply need to bring your thread through the space
between the raised and lowered warp threads. When you’ve made one
half-pass, you will change the position of the shedding device again and go
back in the other direction.

Making a Butterfly
A butterfly can be used for soumak knotting and weaving.

We made a video on how to make a butterfly for tapestry weaving that can
be found here.

Starting and Ending Threads
The ends of all your weft threads need to be on the back side of your
tapestry. When starting a weft thread at either selvedge if the selvedge

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJ3EPOTpF04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJ3EPOTpF04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kd2Agxq8Q8


warp is raised you can just insert your weft and weave. If you are not using
a shedding device and are starting a new thread on the selvedge, whether
or not the selvedge thread is up or down is not relevant. What is relevant is
what the weft before it did. If that weft went over the selvedge warp thread
when you insert a new weft on top of it you will be able to insert it under the
selvedge warp.

If you are weaving over the selvedge thread if you do nothing the end of the
weft will be on top of the tapestry. In order to get it behind the tapestry, you
must make what is called a pigtail.

To make a pigtail, insert the end by going under the second warp headed
toward the selvedge warp and then stick the end to the back in between
warps one and two as shown.



When replacing a weft thread in the body of the tapestry, you will end one
weft by sticking the tail to the back of the tapestry. The new weft end will be
inserted one warp over. This is the easiest and best way to replace a weft
thread whether you’ve run out of a weft thread or want to replace a weft
with a different color.

Keep these methods in mind for when you need to start and end weft
threads in this piece.

Beginning with Soumak Knotting
I like to start off a tapestry with soumak knotting whether or not I am using a
bottom spring kit. If you are not using a bottom spring kit you have already
tied warp back and forth on the bottom to create a straight line (this is
called the fell line) to start weaving on. This will prevent the weaving from
tamping down past the top of the bottom beam. And this will help you even
out your warp spacing if you are not using the bottom spring kit. But
generally, if you do a row of soumak knotting at the beginning and end of a
tapestry when you take the tapestry off your loom it will not unravel while
you are trying to tie the warp in overhand knots. We will also be using
soumak knotting throughout this piece.

If you are using the shedding device, disengage it so you have a “neutral”
shed which means no warps are raised. Bring your warp material under the



first left warp (which is in fact a pair of warps but we will always refer to the
left and right selvedge warps as just a warp) to the front of the piece.

Next, move your weft to the left to loop around the selvedge warp and then
go under that warp and the next warp over (so you’ll be going under two
warps.)

You can see clearly in the below photo how the thread is wrapping around
the warps.

Next, take your thread under warp two and three wrapping around the
second warp.



Do you see the pattern?



This diagram shows what soumak looks like as you progress.

Bubbling
Before we begin our header, I want to talk a little bit about bubbling.

Bubbling is the savior of all tapestries. Whether you are weaving a huge
tapestry to hang on the castle wall or a small purse, you are going to need
to perfect the art of bubbling to make sure that: 1) your selvedges are
straight; 2) your warps are evenly spaced.

What is bubbling and why is it important?

When you weave from selvedge to selvedge with a straight line, all is well
until you change the shed. Once you do that there will not be enough weft
because you will be using tiny amounts of weft to go around the warps.
This extra weft has to come from somewhere. And where it comes from are
the selvedges. The second thing that happens when you don’t bubble
correctly, is warps will lose their correct spacing. An area that has too much
weft will create too much spacing between warps and an area that has too
little weft will have the warp spacing decrease. Where the warps are too



close, the weft will not pack down as well and where the warps are too
close the weft will pack down too much. This can be fixed by consciously
adding more weft to the too close warps and less weft to the too separated
warps. Then to get the warps back in correct alignment, when it comes time
to make soumak knots, loosen the tension on the loom so that there is
some give in the warps. Then do the soumak, careful to realign the warps
while doing it. It’s really hard to realign taut warps. This really does work.
Do two rows of soumak, even three if you need the third to make your
warps perfect.This takes patience because the fix does not happen all at
once. It’s best to avoid the issue in the first place but even the best weavers
sometimes find themselves with some warp spacing issues.

How does one bubble? It works like this. Insert your weft in a hill formation.
Then take your fingers or your bobbin and push down the weft in places, a
few inches apart. This will put more weft into the mix and will avoid pull in at
the selvedges. You will have to be careful to distribute the weft equally to
avoid poor weft spacing. This video, which is extremely helpful on this
subject, was created by Rebecca Mezoff. The diagram below shows how
the weft goes around the warps and gets shortened when the shed is
changed. The black circles are the warps. The perspective is as if you were
looking at the top of the warps and how the weft is winding around them.
The first diagram shows the open shed with a weft laid in straight (without a
bubble). The second diagram shows what happens when you change the
shed. The straight line of weft is now no longer straight. It is curving around
each warp thread and hence if you do not insert extra weft the take up will
come from the selvedges. If you are not using the shedding device you do
not have to worry about bubbling as much (you still should do some for
wefts that span more than a few inches) because you are needle weaving
over and under the warps and hence not laying in a straight line in an open
shed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxB7vEDbffY


Weaving a Header
A header is a few rows of warp material woven before you start your actual
tapestry. It follows the row of soumak knotting. In this case, the header will
show. In other cases the header will be folded to the back. The below photo
shows how to correctly bubble the header. Insert the header weft by
making a curve. Then push down in a few placesOne more thing to
consider is: when do you beat your wefts down, before or after you change
the shed. I like to do it after I’ve changed the shed. I find the wefts pound
down more evenly and stay in place. I find it’s useful to create a system.
For example, change the shed immediately after weaving a row. Then beat
the weft and weave a new pass. Change the shed immediately. Weave five
full-passes of warp material. To determine how many full-passes you have
woven, count the number of times the weft on the left and right encircles
the selvedge warp. You will count all your rows in this way.





End the header by the left selvedge by weaving over four or five warps and
sticking the end behind the piece. You will start your dark purple (5) weft
where this ends.



Weaving the Body of the Piece
Take a deep breath: your weaving journey now begins. The best thing you
can do is take this very slowly. Your goal is to create straight selvedges and
to keep your warps properly spaced. These two things are crucial and they
take lots of practice to get right. I find when I get distracted and start
weaving too fast mistakes happen. But when I slow down and really
appreciate every pass of the weft I not only enjoy the process a whole lot
more, I usually do not make mistakes, but if I do they are quickly caught
and fixed. Pay attention and measure as you go. If you find your selvedges
are pulling in, it is not a sin to take out some of your weaving and try again.
If the warps are getting too close together in places and too far apart in
others, follow the instructions under bubbling to fix them or, if they are too
far gone, rip out until you are at a place where all the warps are behaving.

About soumak knotting and when to use it: Although you should weave
the suggested number of rows for each solid stripe, you don’t have to insert
soumak exactly where I do. You can use more or less soumak than I do.
Soumak gives the piece extra texture. It also helps realign misbehaving
warps. One row of soumak knotting equals a full-pass since because it
wraps around every wrap one pass of soumak makes a straight line.

How to determine the length of your weft for the stripes? Let’s
calculate for the first stripe. When calculating the length of weft you need to
cut for each section of stripes, consider that the piece is ten inches wide. If
we say, weave three full-passes (like for the first row) the math is as
follows: 10 inches of three-full passes (six half-passes) would equal 60
inches. Since the weft is not a straight line you would need more than that.
So add about six inches for each full pass. And in places where you are
adding soumak, for every row of soumak you need about thirty inches. You
can cut enough yarn to weave the stripes that are not as thick but once you
start weaving the eleven inch stripes and wider, you will have to use two
pieces of yarn as one piece would be too thick and would also start to
degrade a bit. We have told you exactly how many passes each stripe and
soumak is as well as how many passes for each section of weft interlock. I



will tell you when to use soumak. If you do not cut a long enough piece of
weft, no worries. You can just add another weft. You just want to minimize
weft ends on the back of the piece.

Weaving the Body of the Piece

Insert the first weft where the header weft ended on the right. We will begin
this tapestry with three full passes of purple weft. Just as with the header,
the way you count how many full passes you have made is to count the
number of times the weft has wrapped around both selvedges. So for the
purple it will be wrapped around the left selvedge three times and the right
selvedge three times. You will weave the purple a few warps short of the
left selvedge where you will start the next weft.

Note: for the first inch or so on both the left and right side I have tamped it
down without any bubbling. Why? I find that the edges are where the warps
start to separate too much. Why, because too much weft is landing there.
Making a straight line for an inch will help prevent that problem.

Weave Three full-passes of dark purple (5) weft.



End the dark purple (5) weft before the left selvedge by sticking it behind
the piece. Start the gray (4) by sticking its tail behind the warp where the
purple (5) weft ends. Think of it as just continuing the line.



Weave five full passes of the gray (4) weft. Start the brown (1) weft where
the gray (4) ends.

Weave seven full passes of the brown (1) weft followed by a row of soumak
knotting. In order to start the soumak knotting wrap around the left
selvedge thread twice.



Weave one row of brown (1) soumak knotting.

Engage the shed so that the right selvedge warp is down. This is the
opposite shed you wove the brown in before the soumak. It doesn’t really
matter, but I like to continue in the opposite shed. Weave the brown (4) weft
for a few warps and then start the light purple weft. Weave thirteen
full-passes of the light purple (3) weft.



For the off-white, a butterfly containing all the necessary weft will be too
big. You will need to do two butterflies. Weave the following:

Three full-passes of off-white (2)

Make two rows of off-white soumak.



You will land at the left selvedges. Engage the shedding device so the left
selvedge warp is raised.

Weave sixteen full-passes of off-white.

Weft Interlock
The next portion of the runner will comprise blocks connected with weft
interlock. The order of the color of the boxes is: off-white (2), light purple
(5), brown (1), grey (4), dark purple (5).

But first, let’s talk about weft interlock: what it is and why it is used in this
runner. Weft-interlock is used often for weaving Navajo rugs and blankets.
Why not just make slits between the wefts, you might ask. For a practical
item like a table runner or a rug, the slits are not optimal. Warp interlock,
where your two wefts wrap around the same warp would work with an
exception. The place where the wefts wrap around the same warp tends to
build up more than the rest. To compensate you would have to fill in the
middle of the blocks to make them the same height all across. Weft
interlock does not cause much build up because the wefts are locking
between the warps.

Below is an illustration of weft-interlock. Instead of wrapping your wefts
around the shared warp you instead form a loop between them. It is a very
precise set up that must be followed to make it work.



The wefts are inserted going in the same direction. You will be interlocking
between all the colors and hence you have to weave the entire row, not just
sections as you can with slit tapestry. We will be interlocking the wefts at
every other row.

There are 80 warps in this piece. Each of the five blocks will be 16 warps
wide. The colors from left to right will be white (2), light purple (3), brown
(1), gray (4), dark purple (5).

To begin, mark the space between the colors: groups of 16 warps. This is
essential for knowing where to make your interlock.

You will be continuing with the leftover off-white weft (2). Cut eight feet of
the other weft colors. Insert the five colors from left to right, each ending
just before the space between warps where you will interlock your wefts.
Your wefts will interlock in the next half-pass.



Starting at the right weave the dark purple (5) weft. Pass the gray (4) weft
around the dark purple (5) weft and then weave it. Pull against the warp to
make it flat. Do the same with the rest of the wefts, remembering to bubble
a little bit.



This is how the join between the colors should look.





You obviously cannot make and don’t need huge bubbles because you are
inserting extra weft between the colors.

End the blocks after fifteen full-passes by sticking the weft ends to the back
of the piece..

After you’ve ended all the blocks take your leftover dark purple (5) weft and
weave it to the left.



Advancing your weaving:

At some point you will need to advance your weaving. If your weaving
is getting too close to the shedding device you should advance your
weaving by sending it to the back of the piece. To do this turn the
wings-nuts to loosen the tension. Pull up on the warping bar until your
piece is at a comfortable place to weave. I usually leave a couple of
inches of the piece on the front. Tighten the wing-nuts and continue
weaving.

Continue with this pattern:

Three full-passes of dark purple (5)

Two rows of dark purple (5) soumak



Eight full-passes of dark purple (5)

Eight full-passes of gray (4)

Five full-passes of brown (1)

Three full-passes of light purple (3)

Five full-passes of white (2)

One full-pass of dark purple (5)

One row of dark purple (5) soumak

Six full-passes of dark purple (5)

Now back to the weft-interlock blocks. Cut a three-foot length of each color
and insert from left to right: dark purple (5), gray (4), brown (1), light purple
(3) and off-white (2). (Please see detailed photos of this above if you need
a refresher on how to do weft interlock.)

Mark the spaces between the wefts at sixteen warp intervals. Insert and
weave all the wefts. Then weave them back, locking them as you go.
Weave nine rows of weft interlock. Stick the ends to the back of the piece.



Next, weave:

One full-pass of gray (4)

One row of gray (4) soumak

Eleven full-passes of gray (4)

Two rows of brown (1) soumak

Fourteen full-passes of brown (1)

One row of brown (1) soumak

Four full-passes of brown (1)

Thirteen full passes of light off-white (2)

If you cannot accomplish all of this by the second week, no worries. Weave
at your own pace. If you want to weave more than what is in this lesson,
refer to the steps at the beginning.I f you do get ahead of us, remember
that this piece is 16.5 inches tall so make sure you have woven that
amount before you remove it from the loom. For various reasons you may
have missed a row here and there and will need to add a row or two to the
end to get it to the correct length. It is important for this piece to be 16.5
inches tall as that makes it a Golden Rectangle (ratio of 1 to 1.6).

We hope you are learning a lot and keeping those selvedges nice and
straight and those warps aligned. Next week we will finish weaving. If you
decide to jump ahead you can refer back to the list of colors and passes.


